
Modula Image Gallery
https://wpdemo.net/demos/plugins/modula-best-grid-gallery

With Modula, it’s easier than ever to build stunning, masonry grids, lightbox galleries,
custom grids and more in no more than a few clicks right from the WordPress
dashboard.

Modula is the best WordPress gallery plugin for adding custom, unique and responsive
galleries to your website. There is a free version of Modula available (Modula Lite) and
a premium version (Modula Pro) both of which will allow you to add amazing, fast-
loading galleries to your website.

Galleries created with Modula don’t always look identical. With the Modula custom grid
functionality, you can easily adjust the size and aspect ratio of each individual image
by dragging from the bottom right-hand corner in the gallery edit area.

Custom grids give you greater flexibility over how you display the images on your
website. Easily control the size and look of your gallery – choosing the images you
want to stand out, rather than relying on an algorithm.

Modula is the most powerful, customizable and easy-to-use WordPress gallery plugin
available because we give you the power to choose everything from the height and
width of your gallery down to resizing individual images within the container that
makes sure your images never exceed the content area.

Modula has been designed to be user-friendly from the ground up so that users of
varying WordPress experience can easily create the perfect WordPress photo and
image galleries. If you don’t want all the customization features, you can leave
everything up to the algorithm, and if you do – they’re there so you can easily choose
gallery size, margins between images, the color and size of captions.

Modula is the best gallery plugin to showcase your:

architecture work
artistic, and creative work
food blogs and restaurant websites.
pet blog a stylish and unique touch with Modula Grid Gallery
to create stunning galleries to engage your travel blog or travel agency website’s
visitors

https://wpdemo.net/demos/plugins/modula-best-grid-gallery?utm_source=wpdemo.net&utm_medium=pdf&utm_content=1090


if you’re a wedding planner, wedding blogger or building your own wedding
website.
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